
Bover
Atticus P/114/R

Oberfläche

beige

brown

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Spain

Manufacturer Bover

Designer Joana Bover

Year of design 2017

protection IP54

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 110 - 240 Volt

material
aluminum, brass, polyethylene, stainless
Steel

dimming on the rod

Wattage 3 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Luminous flux in lm 460

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

Shade diameter 20 cm

Shade height 17 cm

lamp stand dimensions ∅ 15 cm

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

Dimensions H 114 cm

Description

The outdoor floor lamp Atticus P/114/R from Bover has a stainless steel rod.
The total height of this floor lamp is 114 cm, the lamp shade is 17 cm high and
has a diameter of 20 cm. The lamp base of the Atticus P/114/R from Bover has
a diameter of 15.3 cm. The lamp shade made of a UV-protected, hand-woven
polyelythene braid is available with a lamp shade in beige or brown. The lamp
with an light beige lamp shade has a white light rod. The lamp with a brown
shade has a graphite-brown rod. The light of this outdoor floor lamp shines
through the wickerwork of polyethylene. The Bover Atticus P/114/R is
weatherproof and protected against UV radiation thanks to its IP54 protection
class. This LED floor lamp has a built-in on/off switch on the light rod and a
rechargeable battery. With the on/off switch, the brightness can be set at 33%,
66% or 100%. At maximum brightness, the battery lasts +/- 12 hours. The
charger required to charge the battery is included.
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